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Abstract
Initial access is the process which allows a mobile user to first connect to a cellular network. It
consists of two main steps: cell search (CS) on the downlink and random access (RA) on the uplink.
Millimeter wave (mmWave) cellular systems typically must rely on directional beamforming (BF) in
order to create a viable connection. The beamforming direction must therefore be learned – as well as
used – in the initial access process for mmWave cellular networks. This paper considers four simple
but representative initial access protocols that use various combinations of directional beamforming and
omnidirectional transmission and reception at the mobile and the BS, during the CS and RA phases.
We provide a system-level analysis of the success probability for CS and RA for each one, as well
as of the initial access delay and user-perceived downlink throughput (UPT). For a baseline exhaustive
search protocol, we find the optimal BS beamwidth and observe that in terms of initial access delay it
is decreasing as blockage becomes more severe, but is relatively constant (about pi/12) for UPT. Of the
considered protocols, the best trade-off between initial access delay and UPT is achieved under a fast
cell search protocol.
I. INTRODUCTION
Initial access refers to the procedures that establish an initial connection between a mobile user
and the cellular network, and is a critical prerequisite for any subsequent communication. The
design of initial access is a central challenge for mmWave cellular systems relative to existing
cellular systems, for two main reasons. First, mmWave links generally require high directionality
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2(i.e. large antenna gain) to achieve a sufficient signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) [2]–[5]. But the mobile
and the BS have no idea what directions to use upon initial access. Thus, they must search over a
large beamforming space to find each other, which is time consuming. Second, because mmWave
links are vulnerable to blocking and falling out of beam alignment, initial access will need to be
done much more frequently than in conventional systems. Because of the importance of initial
access for mmWave cellular systems, significant effort is currently underway to design efficient
protocols. In this paper, we develop a general analytical framework and detailed performance
analysis for initial access in a mmWave cellular system, by leveraging stochastic geometry [6]–
[10]. We believe the analytical tools developed in this paper can be extended to a wide variety
of initial access protocols, to provide a useful complement to simulation-based evaluations and
to help optimize key parameters such as the number of beams.
A. Prior Work
Initial access, for mmWave specifically, has been investigated by a few standard organizations
in recent years [11]–[13]. The IEEE 802.11ad standard adopted a two level initial beamforming
training protocol for the 60 GHz band, where a coarse-grained sector level sweep phase is
followed by an optional beam refinement phase [11], [12]. However, IEEE 802.11ad is mainly
designed for indoor communications within an ad hoc type network. The Verizon 5G forum [13]
has created technical specifications for early mmWave cellular systems, where beam sweeping
is applied by the BSs during cell search, and the beam reference signal (BRS) is transmitted to
enable the users to determine appropriate BS beamforming directions.
Despite the standardization of initial access for mmWave cellular networks is still in its early
stages, several recent research efforts have investigated this problem [14]–[19]. An exhaustive
procedure to sequentially search all the possible transmit-receive beam pairs has been proposed
in [14]. A hierarchical search procedure is proposed in [15], where the BS first performs an
exhaustive search over wide beams, then refines to search narrow beams. The exhaustive and
hierarchical strategies are compared in [16], which shows that hierarchical search generally has
smaller initial access delay, but exhaustive search gives better coverage to cell-edge users. By
adapting limited feedback-type directional codebooks, a low-complexity beamforming approach
for initial user discovery is proposed in [17]. Several initial access options with different modifi-
cations to LTE initial access procedures are proposed in [18], which has observed that the initial
3access delay can be reduced by omni-directional transmission from the BSs during cell search. A
cell search procedure that leverages synchronization from the macro BSs, followed by sequential
spatial search from the mmWave BSs, is shown to enhance the initial access efficiency [19].
All the aforementioned works are either a point-to-point analysis or only consider one user
with a few nearby BSs and, a system-level analysis of initial access in mmWave networks
has yet to be offered. In recent years, stochastic geometry has been recognized as a powerful
mathematical tool to analyze performance of large-scale mmWave cellular networks [20]–[25].
By incorporating directional beamforming without capturing the blockage effects, [20] shows
mmWave network can achieve comparable coverage and much higher data rate than conventional
microwave networks. Similar performance gains of mmWave networks have been observed when
statistical blockage models are used, such as a line-of-sight (LOS) ball blockage model [21]–[23],
an exponential decreasing LOS probability function with respect to (w.r.t.) the link length [23],
[24], or a blockage model which also incorporates an outage state [25]. However, [20]–[25] all
assume the association between user and its serving BS has already been established, while in
fact the initial access is a key challenge and performance limiting factor for mmWave networks.
B. Contributions
In this work, four initial access protocols are investigated, including a baseline exhaustive
search protocol wherein BS and user sweep through all transmit-receive beam pairs during cell
search, and three protocols that require less overhead. Our main contributions are as follows:
Accurate analytical framework for mmWave system-level performance under various
initial access protocols. Different from the link-level analysis in [14]–[18], we derive several
system-level performance metrics in mmWave cellular network for the first time, including the
expected initial access delay, and a new metric called average user-perceived downlink through-
put which quantifies the effect of the initial access protocol on the user-perceived throughput
performance. Our analytical results are validated against detailed system level simulations.
Beam sweeping is shown to be essential for cell search. We find that the mmWave system
is subject to significant coverage issues if beam sweeping is not applied during cell search. By
contrast, a reasonable cell search success probability can be achieved even with a small (e.g., 4
to 8) number of beamforming directions to search at the BS or user.
A detailed performance evaluation for the baseline exhaustive search protocol. The
4Fig. 1: Illustration of two cycles for the timing structure.
baseline protocol is shown to have low random access preamble collision probability irrespective
of the blockage conditions. An optimal BS beamwidth in terms of the expected initial access
delay is found, which decreases as blockage becomes more severe. In addition, the optimal BS
beamwidth in terms of the average user-perceived downlink throughput does not vary too much
for different blockage conditions, and is typically within [10◦, 18◦] in our evaluations.
Comparison of expected initial access delay and average user-perceived downlink through-
put. The baseline exhaustive search protocol gives the best initial access delay performance when
blockage is severe, but it also has the worst user-perceived downlink throughput, due to its high
initial access overhead. By contrast, the protocol wherein the BS (user) applies beam sweeping
and the user (BS) receives omni-directionally during cell search (random access), generally gives
the best user-perceived downlink throughput performance but has high initial access delay. Of
the four considered sample protocols, the best trade-off between initial access delay and average
user-perceived downlink throughput is achieved when the BS transmits using wide beams and
the user applies beam sweeping during cell search.
II. SYSTEM MODEL
In this work, a time-division duplex (TDD) mmWave system in Fig. 1 is considered, where the
system time is divided into different initial access cycles with period T . Each cycle begins with
a cell search phase, followed by the random access phase and the data transmission phase. The
mmWave cellular system has carrier frequency fc and total system bandwidth W . The transmit
power of BSs and users are Pb and Pu respectively, and the total thermal noise power is σ
2. In
the rest of this section, we present the spatial location models, the propagation and blockage
assumptions, and the antenna and beamforming models.
5A. Spatial Locations
The locations for BSs and users are modeled as realizations of two independent homogeneous
Poisson point processes (PPPs). Specifically, the BS process Φ = {xi}i has intensity λ, and the
user process Φu = {ui}i has intensity λu. The PPP assumption for BS locations could lead to
many tractable and insightful results. In fact, this assumption is also reasonable since [26] has
proved that the SINR trend under the PPP assumption only has a constant SINR gap compared to
any other stationary BS location model. In addition, [27] has proved that for any arbitrary spatial
BS location pattern with sufficiently large shadowing variance, the statistics of the propagation
losses of a user with respect to all BSs will converge to that of a Poisson network. As a result,
the PPP assumption for BSs can also be treated by combining the shadowing effects and the BS
locations. Thus we do not consider shadowing separately in our analysis, similar to [22]–[24],
[28]–[30].
Since the user locations form a realization of a PPP, we can analyze the performance of a
typical user located at the origin. This is guaranteed by Slivnyak’s theorem, which states that
the property observed by the typical point of PPP Φ
′
is the same as that observed by the point
at origin in Φ
′
∪ {o} [7], [8].
B. Blockage and Propagation Models
The link between a BS and a user is either line-of-sight (LOS) or non-line-of-sight (NLOS).
We denote by h(r) the probability for a link of distance r to be LOS, which is only a function
of r and independent of other links. From the typical user’s perspective, the BS process Φ
is divided into two tiers: the LOS BS tier ΦL and the NLOS BS tier ΦN . Since the LOS
probability function h only depends on the link length, ΦL and ΦN are two independent PPPs.
For any x ∈ R2, the intensity function for ΦL is λL(x) = λh(‖x‖), and the intensity function for
ΦN is λN(x) = λ(1 − h(‖x‖)). Incorporating the blockage model to differentiate the LOS and
NLOS links is the most distinctive difference for analyzing the mmWave network performance,
compared to the analysis in traditional sub-6 GHz networks [9].
Two examples of LOS probability functions h(r) include: (1) the “generalized LOS ball
model” [21], [23] with h(r) = p1r≤Rc , where Rc represents the radius for the LOS region
(Rc > 1m), and p represents the LOS probability within the LOS region; (2) the “exponential
blockage model” [23] with h(r) = exp(−r/µ), where µ represents the average LOS region
6TABLE I: Definitions and Values for System Parameters
Symbol Definition Simulation Value
Φ, λ MmWave BS PPP and intensity 100 BS/km2
Φu, λu User PPP and intensity 1000 user/km
2
ΦL, ΦN LOS and NLOS BS tier to the typical user
fc,W Carrier frequency and system bandwidth 28 GHz, 100 MHz
Pb, Pu BS and user transmit power 30 dBm, 23 dBm
σ2 Total thermal noise power -94 dBm
G(θ), g(θ) Main lobe and side lobe gain at BS and user with beamwidth θ, defined in (2) C0 = 10 dB for user antennas
M,N Number of antennas/BF directions at each BS and user M = 4, 8, ..., 48, N = 4
Mcs, Ncs, Kcs Mcs/Ncs: number of BF directions to search at BS/user in cell search; Kcs = min(Mcs, Ncs)
mcs Number of wide beams to sweep during cell search for fast CS protocol 4
Mra, Nra Number of BF directions to search at BS and user during RA
Npa Number of random access preamble sequences 64
αL, αN Path loss exponent for LOS and NLOS links 2, 4
β Path loss at close-in reference distance (i.e., 1m) 61.4 dB
Γcs,Γra SINR threshold to detect synchronization signal and RA preamble -4 dB, -4 dB
τcs, τra Duration for synchronization signal and RA preamble sequence 14.3 µs, 14.3 µs
T Initial access cycle period 20 ms
h(r) Probability for a link with length r to be LOS
Rc, p Radius and LOS probability for the LOS region in the LOS ball model Rc = 100m, p = 1, 0.75, 0.5, 0.25
µ LOS region size for the exponential blockage model µ = 100m, 50m, 25m
B(x, r) (Bo(x, r)) Closed (open) ball with center x and radius r
S(u, θ1, θ2) Infinite sector domain {x ∈ R
2, s.t., ∠(x− u) ∈ [θ1, θ2)}
Sj (1 ≤ j ≤ Kcs) The j-th BS locatoin location sector with Sj , S(o,
2pi(j−1)
Kcs
, 2pij
Kcs
)
V (z, T, λ), U(z, T, λ) Two special functions defined in (3)
fZ1(z) The PDF for the minimum path loss from the typical user to BSs inside the typical BS
sector, which is given by (9)
PMcs,Ncs(Γcs) Probability to detect the BS providing the smallest path loss inside the typical BS sector
derived, which is given by (11)
P˜Mcs,Ncs(z,Γcs) P˜Mcs,Ncs(z,Γcs): Conditional detection probability when the minimum path loss inside the
typical BS sector is z, which is given by (12)
PMcs,Ncs(z0,Γcs) PMcs,Ncs(z0,Γcs) =
∫∞
z0
P˜Mcs,Ncs(z,Γcs)dz
Pco Probability of no RA preamble collision, given by (16)
Pra(Z0,Γra) Probability the RA preamble SINR at the tagged BS exceeds Γra, given by (17)
ηIA Overall success probability of initial access, given by (18)
length. Compared to the 3GPP blockage model which has accurate fit to the empirical LOS
probability, [28], [31] show that the LOS ball model and exponential blockage model better
estimate the SINR and are simpler.
The path loss for a link with distance r in dB is given by:
l(r) =


10 log(β) + 10αL log10(r) dB, if LOS,
10 log(β) + 10αN log10(r) dB, if NLOS,
(1)
where αL and αN represent the path loss exponent for LOS and NLOS links respectively, and
β is the path loss at a close-in reference distance (i.e., 1 meter). For the rest of the paper, the
path loss function for LOS link and NLOS link are denoted by lL(r) and lN(r) respectively.
The small scale fading effect is assumed to be Rayleigh fading, where each link is subject
to an i.i.d. exponentially distributed fading power with unit mean. Compared to more realistic
small-scale fading models such as Nakagami-m fading, Rayleigh fading leads to much more
tractable results with very similar design insights [22], [28], [29].
7C. Antenna Model and Beamforming Gains
BSs and users are equipped with an antenna array of M and N antennas respectively to
support directional communications, where M/N ∈ N+. Both mmWave BSs and users have
1 RF chain, such that only one analog beam can be transmitted or received at a time1. For
analytical tractability, we assume the actual antenna pattern is approximated by a sectorized
beam pattern [19]–[21], [23]–[25], [28]–[31], where the antenna has constant main-lobe gain
over its half power beamwidth, and also a constant side-lobe gain otherwise. We adopt the
beamforming gain model for sectorized beam pattern as [19], [24], whose accuracy has been
validated in Fig. 8 of [24]. Specifically, if we denote by Gu(θu) the beamforming gain at user
with beamwidth θu, then Gu(θu) is given by:
Gu(θu) =


G(θu) =
2pi
θu
γ
γ+1
, in the main lobe,
g(θu) =
2pi
2pi−θu
1
γ+1
, in the side lobe,
(2)
where γ mimics the front-back power ratio, which is given by γ = 2pi
C0(2pi−θu)
for some constant
C0. A similar beamforming gain model is used at BS, but we assume 0 side lobe gain for BS
(i.e. γ in (2) is extremely large), and thus the main lobe gain for BS with beamwidth θb is
G(θb) =
2pi
θb
. This assumption is important to ensure the analytical tractability in Section IV,
which is also reasonable since mmWave BSs use large dimensional antenna array, and modern
antenna design could enable a front-to-back ratio larger than 30 dB for mmWave BSs [32].
Similar to [18], [24], we assume each BS has a codebook ofM possible beamforming vectors,
which will correspond to M sectorized beam patterns that have non-overlapping main lobes with
beamwidth 2pi
M
. The m-th BS beam (1 ≤ m ≤M) covers a sector area centered at the BS, whose
angle is within [2pim−1
M
, 2pi m
M
). The spatial signature of any plane wave of the BS is given by
the superposition of these M non-overlapping beam directions [18]. Similarly, each user has
N possible sectorized-pattern beamforming vectors that correspond to N non-overlapping main
lobes with beamwidth 2pi
N
. Fig. 2 shows the first beam direction of the user and the fifth beam
direction of the BSs with M = 8 and N = 4. For any BS and its associated users, their
aligned beamforming vectors need to be learned through the initial access, which will be used
for subsequent data transmissions.
Finally, Table I summarizes the definitions and simulation values of the important notation
1Our analysis in the rest of the paper based on analog beamforming directly applies to the scenario where cell sectorization
with frequency reuse across sectors within the same cell is used. Hybrid beamforming is left to future work.
8BS
Typical User
Fig. 2: Beam pattern for BS and user beam pair (5, 1) with M = 8, N = 4. Only the typical
user is shown, and the shaded area represents the corresponding BS sector.
and system parameters that will be used in the rest of this paper. In particular, the two special
functions V (z, T, λ) and U(z, T, λ) from R2 × R+ × R+ to R+ are defined as:
V (z, T, λ) = exp
{
−2piλ
(∫ +∞
l
−1
L
(z)
Tzh(r)rdr
Tz + lL(r)
+
∫ +∞
l
−1
N
(z)
Tz(1 − h(r))rdr
Tz + lN(r)
)}
,
U(z, T, λ) = exp
{
−2piλ
(∫ +∞
0
Tzh(r)rdr
Tz + lL(r)
+
∫ +∞
0
Tz(1− h(r))rdr
Tz + lN(r)
)}
. (3)
III. INITIAL ACCESS DESIGN FOR MMWAVE NETWORKS AND PERFORMANCE METRICS
Similar to [18], we investigate mmWave initial access protocols that are compliant with the
basic procedures of LTE. However, the initial access of LTE is performed omni-directionally,
which cannot be directly applied by mmWave networks due to the high isotropic path loss.
A. Cell Search and Random Access Procedure
We assume the BS and user will follow the beam patterns described in Section II-C. The
two main design objectives for initial access in mmWave cellular networks include: (1) connect
the users to the network, and (2) enable both BS and its associated user to learn their aligned
beamforming directions with beamwidth 2pi
M
and 2pi
N
respectively. These objectives are achieved
through the following directional cell search and random access procedures.
During cell search phase, BSs sweep through Mcs transmit beamforming directions to broad-
cast the synchronization signals, while users sweep through Ncs receive beamforming directions
to detect the synchronization signals. A synchronous beam sweeping pattern is used, such that
during any synchronization signal period, all BSs/users will transmit/receive in the same direction,
and one particular downlink beam pair is searched. We assume each user is able to detect a BS
with negligible miss detection probability (e.g., less than 1%)2, if the signal-to-interference-plus-
2A different miss detection probability can be assumed, but the performance trends derived in the paper will not be affected.
9noise ratio (SINR) of the synchronization signal from that BS exceeds Γcs. The beam reference
signal is assumed to be transmitted along with the synchronization signal, such that the user
is able to acquire the BS beam direction upon successful cell search [13]. Among all the BSs
that are detected during CS, the user selects the BS that provides the smallest path loss as its
serving BS. If cell search fails, the user will not transmit in the random access phase, and it
needs to repeat the initial access procedure in the next cycle. Denote by τcs the duration for
each synchronization signal, the cell search phase leads to a total delay of Tcs = McsNcsτcs, as
shown in Fig. 1.
In the random access phase, the user initiates the connection to its desired serving BS by
transmitting a RA preamble sequence, which is uniformly selected from Npa orthogonal preamble
sequences. Users sweep through Nra transmit beamforming directions synchronously, and BSs
sweep through Mra receive beamforming directions synchronously during random access. The
user can be discovered by its serving BS if: 1) there is no RA preamble collision with other
users transmitting simultaneously to the same BS; and 2) the SINR of the preamble sequence
exceeds Γra. Similar to cell search, we assume the probability of miss detection is sufficiently
small (e.g., less than 1%) if the SINR of RA preamble exceeds Γra. The user is connected
to its serving BS upon successful random access, and both the user and BS are aware of their
beamforming directions for data transmission. According to Fig. 1, the total random access delay
is Tra = MraNraτra, with τra representing the duration for each RA preamble sequence.
B. Protocols for BS and User to Determine Beamforming Directions
Different initial access protocols can be designed to enable the user and its serving BS to
determine their aligned beamforming directions with beamwidth 2pi
N
and 2pi
M
respectively. The
protocols that are investigated in this paper are as follows:
1) Baseline: BSs and users sweep through all possible beamforming directions during cell
search (i.e., Mcs = M , Ncs = N), so that the user can determine its beamforming direction after
successful cell search. During random access, the user transmits in the beamforming direction
it found during CS (i.e., Nra = 1), while the BS sweeps through all its beamforming directions
(i.e.,Mra = M) to receive the RA preamble sequences from the users. BS beamforming direction
to the user is determined as the receive direction of the RA preamble.
2) Fast RA: cell search is the same as baseline, but the BS receives omni-directionally during
10
TABLE II: Initial access protocols
Protocol BS during CS User during CS BS during RA User during RA
Baseline Beam-sweeping
(Mcs = M)
Beam-sweeping
(Ncs = N)
Beam-sweeping
(Mra = M)
Fixed-direction
(Nra = 1)
Fast RA Beam-sweeping
(Mcs = M)
Beam-sweeping
(Ncs = N)
Omni-directional
(Mra = 1)
Fixed-direction
(Nra = 1)
Fast CS Coarse beam-sweeping
(Mcs = mcs)
Beam-sweeping
(Ncs = N)
Beam-sweeping
(Mra = M)
Fixed-direction
(Nra = 1)
UE Omni RX Beam-sweeping
(Mcs = M)
Omni-directional
(Ncs = 1)
Omni-directional
(Mra = 1)
Beam-sweeping
(Nra = N)
random access. The user determines the BS beamforming direction by decoding the beam
reference signal during cell search, and it encodes that information into the RA preamble. The
BS obtains its beamforming direction by decoding the RA preamble. Therefore, Mcs = M ,
Ncs = N , Mra = 1 (omni) and Nra = 1 (beamforming in fixed direction).
3) Fast CS: in order reduce the cell search overhead while maintaining reasonable synchroniza-
tion signal strength, the BS applies a coarse beam-sweeping using relatively wide beams during
CS (i.e., Mcs = mcs with N ≤ mcs ≤M) [33]. Other procedures are the same as baseline.
4) Omni RX: Now Mcs = M , Ncs = 1 (omni), Mra = 1 (omni), Nra = N , i.e., the user
receives omni-directionally during cell search, and the BS receives omni-directionally during
random access. The BS determines its beamforming direction as in the fast RA protocol, and
the user determines its beamforming direction by beam sweeping during random access.
A summary of these protocols is provided in Table II.
C. Performance Metrics
The metrics that we use to evaluate the performance of the initial access protocols are:
1) Success Probability of Initial Access: Initial access is successful if both cell search
and random access are successful. For the typical user, we use e0 and δ0 to denote its success
indicator for cell search and random access in a typical initial access cycle. Therefore, the initial
access success probability is given by: ηIA = E(e0 × δ0).
2) Expected Initial Access Delay: If the user fails the initial access procedure in one
initial access cycle, it will try to re-connect to the network in the next cycle. According to Fig. 1,
the total initial access delay for typical user to be connected is given by:
D0 = (L0 − 1)T + (McsNcsτcs +MraNraτra), (4)
where L0 ∈ N
+ represents the number of cycles to discover the typical user, T represents the
period of an initial access cycle, and McsNcsτcs +MraNraτra represents the duration for initial
access in each cycle. In this paper, we are focused on a high mobility scenario where the users
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or blockers (e.g., pedestrians and cars) are moving with a relatively high speed, such that the
user and BS PPPs are independent across different initial access cycles. Therefore, L0 follows
a geometric distribution with parameter ηIA, which means:
E(D0) = (
1
ηIA
− 1)T + (McsNcsτcs +MraNraτra). (5)
Achieving a small initial access delay is important for mmWave cellular networks, especially
for mobile scenarios where initial access needs to be performed very frequently. In addition, it
is useful to reduce power consumption.
3) Average User-Perceived Downlink Throughput: We only focus on the downlink and
assume the entire data transmission period is occupied by the downlink in this paper. If the user
succeeds the initial access, it can be scheduled by its serving BS for downlink transmission;
otherwise, its data rate in the current cycle is 0 almost surely. Therefore, the average user-
perceived downlink throughput, or average UPT, which represents the expected downlink data
rate a typical user achieves within one initial access cycle, is given by:
R¯ = (1− ηTO)× ηIA × E[ηsW log2(1 + SINRDL)|e0δ0 = 1], (6)
where ηTO , min(
McsNcsτcs+MraNraτra
T
, 1) represents the initial access overhead; ηs denotes the
average schedule probability of typical user; and SINRDL denotes the downlink data SINR.
It can be observed from (5) and (6) that both the initial access delay and UPT are highly
dependent on Mcs, Ncs,Mra, and Nra, which means the four protocols in Table II could lead to
very different initial access delay and UPT performance. In the rest of this paper, we develop
and verify a general analytical framework that can quantify the impact of various initial access
protocols on the mmWave system performance under a general blockage model.
IV. SUCCESS PROBABILITY FOR CELL SEARCH AND RANDOM ACCESS
In this section, the success probabilities for the initial access protocols in Table II are derived.
A. Success Probability for Cell Search
1) Analytical Model for Cell Search: According to Section III-A, BSs and users sweep
through Mcs × Ncs transmit-receive beam pairs synchronously over the downlink during cell
search. If the BS and user beam pair (m,n) (1 ≤ m ≤Mcs, 1 ≤ n ≤ Ncs) is aligned, the typical
12
user can receive from the main-lobes of BSs inside the following area due to the synchronous
beam sweeping pattern:
S(o,
2pi(n− 1)
Ncs
,
2pin
Ncs
) ∩ S(o,
2pi(m− 1)
Mcs
+ pi,
2pim
Mcs
+ pi), (7)
where o represents the typical user located at the origin of R2, and we define an infinite sector
domain centered at u ∈ R2 by:
S(u, θ1, θ2) = {x ∈ R
2, s.t., ∠(x− u) ∈ [θ1, θ2)}. (8)
From the typical user’s perspective, there are Kcs , max(Mcs, Ncs) such non-overlapping sectors
during cell search, which are referred to as the “BS sectors” for the rest of the pape. Specifically,
the j-th (1 ≤ j ≤ Kcs) BS sector is S(o,
2pi(j−1)
Kcs
, 2pij
Kcs
). Note the BS sector notion in this paper
is different from the sector concept in antenna theory. An example is shown in Fig. 2.
For the rest of the paper, when analyzing the typical user performance inside a BS sector, we
implicitly assume the BS and user beams are aligned. In addition, we say a BS sector is detected
during cell search if the typical user is able to detect the BS that provides the smallest path
loss in this sector, and the overall cell search is successful if at least one BS sector is detected.
For simplicity, we neglect the scenario that the BS providing the smallest path loss inside a
BS sector is in deep fade and unable to be detected, while some other BSs can be detected in
the same sector. Such a scenario will be incorporated in our future work. After cell search, the
typical user selects the BS with the smallest path loss across all the detected BS sectors as its
serving BS, and initiates random access to this BS.
2) Success Probability of Cell Search: Since BSs are PPP and different BS sectors
are non-overlapping, the event for BS sectors to be detected are independent and identically
distributed (i.i.d.). Without loss of generality, we consider the first BS sector as a “typical” BS
sector, which is denoted by S1 , S(o, 0,
2pi
Kcs
). The minimum path loss distribution inside the
typical BS sector is given by the following lemma.
Lemma 1: Denote the minimum path loss from the typical user to BSs inside the typical BS
sector by Z1, then the probability density function (PDF) of Z1 is given by:
fZ1(z) =
{
2piλ
Kcs
1
αL
(
1
β
)
2
αL z
2
αL
−1
h((
z
β
)
1
αL ) exp
(
−
2piλ
Kcs
∫ ( z
β
)
1
αL
0
h(r)rdr
)}
× exp
(
−
2piλ
Kcs
∫ ( z
β
)
1
αN
0
(1− h(r))rdr
)
+
{
2piλ
Kcs
1
αN
(
1
β
)
2
αN z
2
αN
−1
(1− h((
z
β
)
1
αN ))
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× exp
(
−
2piλ
Kcs
∫ ( z
β
)
1
αN
0
(1− h(r))rdr
)}
exp
(
−
2piλ
Kcs
∫ ( z
β
)
1
αL
0
h(r)rdr
)
. (9)
where Kcs = min(Mcs, Ncs).
Proof: Inside the typical BS sector, since the minimum path loss to the typical user is either
from the nearest LOS BS or the nearest NLOS BS, we have:
P(Z1 ≥ z)
(a)
= P
(
min
x∈ΦL∩S1
‖x‖ ≥ l−1L (z)
)
×P
(
min
x∈ΦN∩S1
‖x‖ ≥ l−1N (z)
)
(b)
= exp
(
−
2piλ
Kcs
∫ ( z
βL
)
1
αL
0
h(r)rdr
)
exp
(
−
2piλ
Kcs
∫ ( z
βN
)
1
αN
0
(
1− h(r)
)
rdr
)
,
where (a) is because ΦL and ΦN are independent, and (b) is from void probability of PPP.
Note the first term and second term in (9) refer to the PDF of Z1 when the BS providing the
minimum path loss is LOS and NLOS respectively.
Remark 1: The result in (9) is in integral form since it provides the path loss distribution
under a general blockage model. It can be simplified for specific blockage models such as the
LOS ball model and exponential blockage model. For example, for the LOS ball model with
p = 1, Lemma 9 simply becomes:
fZ1(z) =
2piλ
Kcs
1
αL
(
1
β
)
2
αL z
2
αL
−1
exp
(
−
piλ
Kcs
(
z
β
)
1
αL
)
1
( z
β
)
1
αL ≤Rc
+
2piλ
Kcs
1
αN
(
1
β
)
2
αN z
2
αN
−1
exp
(
−
piλ
Kcs
(
z
β
)
1
αN
)
1
( z
β
)
1
αN ≥Rc
.
Similarly, all the analytical results afterwards can be simplified under specific blockage models.
Conditionally on the minimum path loss inside the typical BS sector Z1, the SINR of the
synchronization signal from the BS providing the minimum path loss is given by:
SINRSS(Z1) =
F0/Z1∑
xL
i
∈ΦL∩S1∩Bc(o,l
−1
L
(Z1))
FLi /lL(‖x
L
i ‖) +
∑
xN
j
∈ΦN∩S1∩Bc(o,l
−1
N
(Z1))
FNj /lN(‖x
N
j ‖) +
σ2
PbMcsG(2pi/Ncs)
, (10)
where F0, F
L
i and F
N
j represent the Rayleigh fading channel from the typical user to the BS
proving the minimum path loss, interfering LOS BS xLi and interfering NLOS BS x
N
j respectively.
The last term in the denominator of (10) represents the “effective noise” at the typical user, which
is the total noise power normalized by the transmit power and antenna gains. In particular, the
user antenna gain is G( 2pi
Ncs
), and the BS antenna gain is Mcs since it has 0 side lobe gain.
We have applied the strong Markov property of PPPs [7, Proposition 1.5.3] for obtaining (10):
conditionally on the minimum path loss Z1, the interference only depends on the interfering
LOS and NLOS BSs located inside S1 ∩ B
c(0, l−1L (Z1)) and S1 ∩ B
c(0, l−1N (Z1)) respectively.
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The detection probability of the typical BS sector is as follows:
Lemma 2: The probability for the typical user to detect the BS providing the smallest path
loss inside the typical BS sector is given by:
PMcs,Ncs(Γcs) =
∫ ∞
0
P˜Mcs,Ncs(z,Γcs)fZ1(z)dz, (11)
where P˜Mcs,Ncs(z,Γcs) denotes the conditional detection probability when the minimum path loss
inside the typical BS sector is z, which is given by:
P˜Mcs,Ncs(z,Γcs) = exp
(
−
Γcszσ
2
PbMcsG(2pi/Ncs)
)
V
(
z,Γcs,
λ
Kcs
)
, (12)
where function V is defined in (3), and other parameters are defined in Table I.
Proof: Given the minimum path loss inside the typical BS sector is Z1 = z, the conditional
success probability to detect the BS providing the minimum path loss is:
P(SINRSS(z) > Γcs)
(a)
= exp
(
−
Γcszσ
2
PMcsG(2pi/Ncs)
)
E
[
exp(−Γcsz
∑
xLi ∈ΦL∩S1∩B
c(o,l−1
L
(z))
FLi /lL(x
L
i ))
]
E
[
exp(−Γcsz
∑
xNj ∈ΦN∩S1∩B
c(o,l−1
N
(z))
FNj /lN(x
N
j ))
]
(b)
= exp
(
−
Γcszσ
2
PMcsG(2pi/Ncs)
)
E
[ ∏
xLi ∈ΦL∩S1∩B
c(o,l−1
L
(z))
lL(x
L
i )
lL(xLi ) + Γcsz
]
E
[ ∏
xNj ∈ΦN∩S1∩B
c(o,l−1
N
(z))
lN(x
N
j )
lN(xNj ) + Γcsz
]
,
where (a) is from the expression of SINRSS(z) in (10), and (b) is because all the fadings variables
are i.i.d. exponentially distributed with parameter 1. Therefore, P˜Mcs,Ncs(z,Γcs) can be obtained
by applying the probability generating functional of the PPP [8]. Finally, the overall detection
probability of the typical BS sector is obtained by de-conditioning on z.
We can derive the overall cell search success probability as follows:
Theorem 1: The probability for the typical user to succeed the cell search is given by:
PˆMcs,Ncs(Γcs) = 1− (1− PMcs,Ncs(Γcs))
Kcs, (13)
where PMcs,Ncs(Γcs) is derived in Lemma 2.
Proof: Since the BS process is PPP and all the BS sectors are non-overlapping, every BS
sector can be detected by the typical user independently with success probability PMcs,Ncs(Γcs).
The proof is concluded by noting cell search is successful if the typical user is able to detect at
least one BS sector.
Remark 2: Intuitively, by increasing the number of beamforming directions to search (i.e.,
Kcs), the synchronization signal received at the typical user is subject to less effective noise as
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well as less interference on average, and therefore a higher cell search success probability is
expected. This observation will be validated more rigorously in Section VI.
3) Serving Path Loss Distribution: Since the main objective of cell search is for the
typical user to detect its neighboring BSs and make cell association decision, it is important to
determine the path loss distribution from the typical user to its potential serving BS. For the rest
of this paper, we call the potential serving BS of the typical user the “tagged BS”.
Denote by Z0 the path loss from the typical user to the tagged BS; it is the minimum path
loss from the typical user to the BSs inside the detected BS sectors. By convention if cell search
fails, we say that the potential serving BS to the typical user is infinitely far away and therefore
Z0 is infinity. Based on Lemma 2, we are able to derive the distribution of Z0 as follows:
Lemma 3: The complementary cumulative distribution function (CCDF) of the path loss from
the typical user to the tagged BS is given by:
P(Z0 ≥ z0) =
(
PMcs,Ncs(z0,Γcs) + 1− PMcs,Ncs(Γcs)
)Kcs
, (14)
where PMcs,Ncs(z0,Γcs) ,
∫∞
z0
P˜Mcs,Ncs(z,Γcs)fZ1(z)dz. In addition, the PDF of Z0 is given by:
fZ0(z0) = Kcs
(
PMcs,Ncs(z0,Γcs) + 1− PMcs,Ncs(Γcs)
)Kcs−1
P˜Mcs,Ncs(z0,Γcs)fZ1(z0),
where the notation and functions are defined in Table I.
Proof: Note that if the typical user is unable to detect a certain BS sector, the BSs inside
this sector can be seen as infinitely far away from the typical user, or equivalently having an
infinite path loss. Therefore, Z0 ≥ z0 is equivalent to the fact that for any BS sector, either this
sector cannot be detected, or this sector is detected and the minimum path loss from the typical
user to BSs inside this sector is greater than or equal to z0. For the typical BS sector, the above
events happen with the following probability:
P(Z1 ≥ z0|SINRSS(Z1) ≥ Γcs)× P(SINRSS(Z1) ≥ Γcs) + P(SINRSS(Z1) < Γcs)
=P(Z1 ≥ z0 ∩ SINRSS(Z1) ≥ Γcs) + 1− P(SINRSS(Z1) ≥ Γcs)]
=
∫ ∞
0
1z1≥z0P(SINRSS(z1) ≥ Γcs)fZ1(z1)dz1 + 1− PMcs,Ncs(Γcs)
=PMcs,Ncs(z0,Γcs) + 1− PMcs,Ncs(Γcs), (15)
where Z1 denotes the minimum path loss from typical user to BSs inside the typical BS sector.
Finally, we can obtain (14) since the detection events for the BS sectors are independent from
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each other, and Z0 ≥ z0 is equivalent to (15) is satisfied by all BS sectors.
Remark 3: It is straightforward that lim
z0→∞
P(Z0 ≥ z0) = 1 − PˆMcs,Ncs(Γcs), which means the
probability for Z0 to have a mass at infinity is equal to the probability that typical user fails cell
search. Since PˆMcs,Ncs(Γcs) is non-decreasing w.r.t. Kcs, Z0 has a lighter tail as Kcs increases.
B. Success Probability for Random Access
According to Section III-A, users that succeed cell search will initiate the random access
procedure, where BSs and users sweep through Mra × Nra transmit-receive beam pairs over
the uplink synchronously. Since each user can initiate random access only upon successful cell
search, the users that are involved in the random access process has intensity λuPˆMcs,Ncs(Γcs). For
analytical tractability, we assume the user process during RA is approximated by a homogeneous
PPP with intensity λuPˆMcs,Ncs(Γcs), and we will show in Remark 4 and Section VI-A that this
is a reasonable approximation. Since random access is successful if the RA preamble of the
typical user can be decoded by the tagged BS without any collision, the success probability for
random access is derived in the following two parts.
1) No RA Preamble Collision Probability: The RA preamble collision happens at the
typical user when there exists another user such that: (1) it tries to associate with the tagged BS;
(2) it chooses the same RA preamble sequence as the typical user, and (3) the tagged BS receives
the RA preamble from this user under the same receive beam as the typical user. Therefore, the
probability that the typical user has no RA premable collision is as follows:
Lemma 4: The probability that the typical user is not subject to RA preamble collision can
be approximated by:
Pco ≈ exp(−
1.28λuPˆMcs,Ncs(Γcs)
λNPAMra
), (16)
where PˆMcs,Ncs(Γcs) is derived in Theorem 1, and other parameters are defined in Table I.
Proof: Since the association from the typical user to the tagged BS is stationary [34], the
mean associated cell size of the tagged BS is given by: 1.28
λ
. In particular, the factor of “1.28”
is due to the fact that the association cell of the tagged BS is an area-biased version to that of a
typical BS [34], whose accuracy has been verified in [35]. Since each user randomly chooses its
RA preamble sequence out of NPA total sequences, and the receive beamwidth of the tagged BS
is 2pi
Mra
, the probability that a user associated with the tagged BS collides with the typical user
for random access is 1
NPAMra
. As will be demonstrated in Remark 4, the user process during
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random access can be accurately modeled by a stationary PPP with intensity λuPˆMcs,Ncs(Γcs).
Therefore, the proof can be concluded from the void probability of the PPP [8].
2) Successful Reception Probability of RA Preamble: The RA preamble sequence of
the typical user is successfully decoded if its received SINR at the tagged BS is greater than
or equal to Γra. For simplicity, we assume perfect RA preamble sequences are used, so that
they have a delta function as their auto-correlation functions and zero as their cross-correlation
functions. Thus, only the users choosing the same RA preamble sequence as the typical user can
potentially interferer with it. Conditionally on the path loss from the typical user to the tagged
BS, the successful reception probability of the RA preamble is as follows:
Lemma 5: Denote by Z0 the path loss from the typical user to the tagged BS, the probability
that the RA preamble of the typical user can be successfully received by the tagged BS is:
Pra(Z0,Γra) = exp
(
−
ΓraZ0σ
2
PuMraG(2pi/N)
)
U
(
Z0,Γra,
λuPˆMcs,Ncs(Γcs)
NMraNPA
)
× U
(
Z0,
g(2pi/N)
G(2pi/N)
Γra, (1−
1
N
)
λuPˆMcs,Ncs(Γcs)
MraNPA
)
, (17)
where N = max(Ncs, Nra), and U is defined in (3).
Proof: The proof is provided in Appendix A.
Since Pra(Z0,Γra) = 0 when Z0 = ∞, the overall success probability of the initial access
procedure can be obtained by combining Lemma 3, Lemma 4 and Lemma 5, which gives:
Theorem 2: The initial access success probability for the typical user is given by:
ηIA =
∫ ∞
0
Kcs
(
PMcs,Ncs(z0,Γcs) + 1− PMcs,Ncs(Γcs)
)Kcs−1
× P˜Mcs,Ncs(z0,Γcs)× Pco × Pra(z0,Γra)fZ1(z0)dz0, (18)
where the notation and functions are defined in Table I.
Remark 4: Denote by Φ
′′
u the users that succeed initial access, Theorem 2 shows the intensity
of Φ
′′
u is λuηIA. Intuitively, Φ
′′
u is expected to exhibit spatial clustering since the users in Φ
′′
u
should be centered around BSs and sparse at cell edges. In Fig. 3, we plot the empty space
function (ESF) of Φ
′′
u which is defined as F (r) , P
0
Φ
(
min{‖u‖ : u ∈ Φ
′′
u} ≤ r
)
, where P0Φ
denotes the Palm distribution of BS process Φ. Fig. 3 shows that Φ
′′
u has a smaller ESF than its
fitted PPP, which means Φ
′′
u exhibits clustered pattern [36]. In fact, Fig. 3 also shows that for
most range of r, the ESF of Φ
′′
u falls within the 95% confidence interval created by its fitted
PPP. Therefore, we still assume Φ
′′
u is modeled by a PPP with intensity λuηIA for analytical
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simplicity. The accuracy of this assumption will be validated in Section VI.
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Fig. 3: Empty space function comparison of Φ
′′
u and its fitted PPP (M = 8, N = 4).
Based on Theorem 2, the expected initial access delay defined in (5) can be easily evaluated,
which will be discussed in more detail in Section VI.
V. DOWNLINK SINR DISTRIBUTION AND USER-PERCEIVED THROUGHPUT
In this section, the downlink SINR distribution and the user-perceived throughput are derived.
During the data transmission phase in Fig. 1, each BS randomly schedules one of its associated
users, and the beam directions of the BS and its scheduled user are aligned. We assume the typical
user has succeeded initial access and is scheduled by the tagged BS, such that the CCDF of its
conditional downlink data SINR is given by:
PDL(Γ) = P(SINRDL ≥ Γ|e0δ0 = 1), (19)
where SINRDL represents the SINR of the typical user, while e0 and δ0 represent the success
indicator for cell search and random access respectively.
Since a random scheduler is used, we assume i.i.d. beam directions of the interfering BSs to
the typical user. Despite every interfering BS has positive probability to have zero associated
users, we assume it is actively transmitting for analytical simplicity. Although this overestimates
the interference at the typical user, we will show in Section VI that the effect is negligible.
Based on the assumptions above, the expression of PDL(Γ) is derived in the following lemma:
Lemma 6: The CCDF of the SINR of the typical user given it succeeds the initial access is
approximated by:
PDL(Γ) =
1
ηIA
∫ ∞
0
exp
(
−
Γzσ2
PbMN
)
Kcs
[
V (z,Γ,
λ
MKcs
)PMcs,Ncs(z,Γcs) + U(z,Γ,
λ
MKcs
)
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× (1− PMcs,Ncs(Γcs))
]q−1[
PMcs,Ncs(z,Γcs)V (z,
g(2pi/N)
G(2pi/N)
Γ,
λ
MKcs
) + (1− PMcs,Ncs(Γcs))
× U(z,
g(2pi/N)
G(2pi/N)
Γ,
λ
MKcs
)
]Kcs−q
V (z,Γ,
λ
MKcs
)P˜Mcs,Ncs(z,Γcs)Pra(z,Γra)PcofZ1(z)dz,
where q = Kcs
N
, and other notation and functions are all defined in Table I.
Proof: The proof is provided in Appendix B.
Given the data SINR distribution, we are able to derive the average user-perceived downlink
throughput defined in (6). According to Remark 4, the users that succeed initial access are
assumed to form a homogeneous PPP with intensity λuηIA. As a result, the average number
of users that are associated to the tagged BS is approximated by 1 + 1.28λuηIA
λ
, which means
the average scheduling probability for the typical user is ηs =
1
1+1.28λuηIA/λ
. By substituting ηs
into (6), we can derive the average user-perceived downlink throughput as follows:
Theorem 3: The average user-perceived downlink throughput is given by:
R¯ = max(0, 1−
McsNcsτcs +MraNraτra
T
)×
ηIA
1 + 1.28λuηIA/λ
×
∫ ∞
0
W
ln 2
PDL(Γ)dΓ
1 + Γ
, (20)
where PDL(Γ) is derived in Lemma 6, and other notations are defined in Table I.
VI. NUMERICAL EVALUATION FOR THE BASELINE INITIAL ACCESS PROTOCOL
Since the baseline protocol is the most straightforward initial access design which could be
potentially implemented by the initial mmWave systems [13], a detailed performance evaluation
is carried out in this section.
We consider a mmWave cellular system with the same frame structure and synchronization sig-
nal configuration as the one specified in [13]. Specifically, the system operates at 28 GHz carrier
frequency with 100 MHz bandwidth, the sub-carrier spacing is 75 kHz, and the corresponding
OFDM symbol length (including cyclic prefix) is 14.3 µs. Each synchronization signal occupies
only one OFDM symbol (i.e., τcs = 14.3 µs), and the beam reference signal is also transmitted in
the same symbol to uniquely identify the beam index. The synchronization signal/beam reference
signal transmission period is 20 ms, which means T = 20 ms. In addition, we assume each RA
preamble sequence duration is also one OFDM symbol, and therefore τra = 14.3 µs. The default
system parameter values are summarized in Table I.
In order to simulate the initial access and data transmission procedures, we have generated
50 realizations of the BS PPP, and 50 realizations of the user PPP given every BS PPP, inside
a 1.5 km × 1.5 km network area. For each pair of the BS and user PPPs, we first simulate the
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initial access procedure according to Section III. Then the downlink data transmission phase is
simulated, where each BS either randomly schedules one of its associated users, or keeps silent
if it has no user to serve. By averaging over all the 2500 combinations of BS and user PPPs,
different performance metrics of this mmWave system are recorded. BS and user locations are
simulated by PPPs since currently there is no location data for mmWave system, and PPPs have
already been shown to be an accurate model for mmWave system design [20]–[25].
A. Performance for the Initial Access Phase
1) Success Probability for Cell Search: The cell search success probability is plotted
in Fig. 4 for the generalized LOS ball model and the exponential blockage model. It can be
observed from Fig. 4 that the analytical result in Theorem 1 is accurate. In addition, Fig. 4
shows that when BSs transmit omni-directionally and users receive omni-directionally, the cell
search success probability is relatively low for various Γcs, which means the system is subject to
significant coverage issues when cell search is performed omni-directionally as LTE. For example
when Γcs = −4dB, Fig. 4 shows that the omni-directional cell search success probability is less
tan 75%. By contrast, it has been shown in Fig. 5 of [9] that the omni-directional cell search
success probability for macro cellular networks in lower frequencies is close to 90% under the
regular BS location model.
Fig. 4 also shows when beam sweeping is applied, the cell search success probability can
be significantly improved even with a small value of max(Mcs, Ncs) such as 4. As Mcs or Ncs
is increased, the cell search probability can be further improved, so beam sweeping needs to
be applied to guarantee a reasonable cell search performance. In the remaining simulations, we
use Γcs = −4 dB as the SINR threshold to detect the synchronization signals, above which a
sufficiently small miss detection probability (e.g., 1%) can be achieved [18].
Fig. 5 shows the CCDF of the path loss from the typical user to the tagged BS, which is
derived in Lemma 3. As we increase Mcs or Ncs, the CCDF of the path loss decreases, especially
at the tail of the distribution. Note when Mcs = Ncs = 1, the tagged BS is the BS providing the
minimum path loss to the typical user, which coincides with the conventional minimum path
loss association rule [9], [20], [21], [23], [24]. By contrast, if beam sweeping is implemented
for cell search, the typical user can connect to other BSs even if the BS providing the minimum
path loss is unable to be detected. As a result, the typical user will have a smaller path loss to
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Fig. 4: Cell search success probability.
the tagged BS almost surely as Mcs or Ncs increases. This fact further demonstrates the benefit
of beam sweeping for cell search. Actually, all the CCDF curves in Fig. 5a have an inflection
point at 101.4 dB. This is because for the LOS ball blockage model, the serving BS could be
either LOS or NLOS when the path loss is smaller than 101.4 dB, while it is NLOS almost
surely when the path loss is higher than 101.4 dB.
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Fig. 5: Path loss distribution from the typical user to tagged BS.
2) No RA Preamble Collision Probability: Fig. 6 plots the probability that the typical user
is not subject to RA preamble collisions versus the number of BS beams M = max(Mcs,Mra).
Different parameters for the two blockage models are considered, where blockage becomes
more severe as p decreases in the generalized LOS ball model, or µ decreases in the exponential
blockage model. It can be observed from Fig. 6 that Lemma 4 is an accurate approximation
to the actual simulation results, which shows that it is accurate to approximate the users that
succeed cell search by PPP. In addition, Fig. 6 shows that the probability of no RA preamble
collision Pco is relatively insensitive to the underlying blockage conditions, and Pco increases as
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Fig. 6: Probability of no RA preamble collision.
the number of BS beams increases. Since Pco remains consistently high (greater than 95%) for
different blockage conditions and various M values, RA preamble collision is therefore not the
performance bottleneck for the baseline protocol. It is clear from Lemma 4 that this is a result
of the 64 RA preamble sequences and beam sweeping at the BS during random access.
3) Expected Initial Access Delay: The initial access delay, which can be derived from
Theorem 2, is plotted in Fig. 7 for both blockage models. Despite some approximations used in
deriving Theorem 2, Fig. 7 validates the accuracy of the analytical results. In addition, Fig. 7
shows that as blockage becomes less severe, the expected initial access delay decreases as a result
of the improved initial access success probability. Depending on the propagation environment,
the optimal expected initial access delay in our simulations ranges from 2.2 ms to 4.1 ms for
the generalized LOS ball model, and 1.2 ms to 5.0 ms for the exponential blockage model.
According to Fig. 7, the expected initial access delay is relatively high when the number of
BS beams is small, which is because the typical user needs more initial access cycles until it
can connect to the network. By increasing the number of BS beams, despite the typical user
has higher probability to succeed within one initial access cycle, the overhead for initial access
starts to become more dominant. As a result, there exists an optimal BS beam number (or BS
beamwidth) in terms of the expected initial access delay. For example, given Rc = 100 m for the
generalized LOS ball model, this optimal beamwidth is 45◦, 22.5◦ and 15◦ when p is equal to 1,
0.5 and 0.25 respectively. In fact, as blockage becomes more severe, the optimal BS beamwidth
is decreasing for both blockage models, which means a more robust link with higher antenna
gain is needed in order to quickly establish the connection. In addition, we have also verified
that the optimal BS beamwidth in terms of initial access delay is non-decreasing as user density
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Fig. 7: Expected initial access delay performance.
increases, which is mainly because a narrower beam at the BS will reduce the collision of RA
preambles among different users.
B. Performance for the Data Transmission Phase
Fig. 8 plots the downlink data SINR coverage probability given the typical user succeeds
the initial access, where the BS and user beamwidth are 30◦ and 90◦ respectively. Although
all interfering BSs are assumed to be active in deriving Lemma 6, the difference between the
analytical and simulation results in Fig. 8 is negligible in the range of parameters chosen here.
The same trend has been observed for other BS and user beamwidth values as well, which
validates the accuracy of Lemma 6. In addition, we can observe non-concave behavior of the
data SINR curves in Fig. 8, which is because the overall CCDF of data SINR in Fig. 8 is obtained
by adding up the CCDF of data SINR when the serving BS is LOS and NLOS respectively.
The average user-perceived downlink throughput versus the number of BS beams is plotted
in Fig. 9 for both blockage models. Fig. 9 shows the average UPT has a steep increase when
the number of BS beams increases from a very small value to a medium value. This is mainly
due to a much improved link quality and relatively low initial access overhead in this range.
However, as the number of BS beams further increases, the initial access overhead starts to
become more dominant, which leads to a steady decrease of the average UPT. In terms of the
average UPT, Fig. 9 shows the optimal BS beamwidth does not vary too much for different
blockage conditions, which is typically between 10◦ to 18◦. This is because the average UPT
is affected by multiple counterbalancing factors such as the initial access overhead, success
probability of initial access, and scheduling factors. For example, a high initial access success
probability will lead to a heavily-loaded cell for the tagged BS, such that the typical user has
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Fig. 8: CCDF of data SINR given successful initial access.
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Fig. 9: Average user-perceived downlink throughput performance.
smaller probability to be scheduled.
Therefore, for the baseline initial access protocol, depending on the blockage condition and
which metric is more important, the optimal BS beamwidth could vary. When blockage is not very
significant, a wide BS beamwidth (e.g. 45◦) is preferred to reduce the initial access delay, while
a narrow BS beamwidth (e.g. 15◦) is preferred to achieve higher UPT performance. By contrast,
when blockage is severe, a narrow BS beamwidth (e.g. 15◦) could achieve good performance
for both initial access delay and average UPT.
VII. PERFORMANCE COMPARISON FOR DIFFERENT INITIAL ACCESS PROTOCOLS
In this section, based on Theorem 2 and Theorem 3, we compare the expected initial access
delay and average user-perceived downlink throughput3 for the four initial access protocols
in Table II. In making the comparisons, we consider both a severely blocked condition (e.g.,
3The accuracy of the analytical results for the other three protocols can be validated similar to the baseline protocol, so only
analytical results are shown in this section.
25
Rc = 100 m, p = 0.25 for generalized LOS ball model; µ = 25 m for exponential blockage
model), and also a lightly blocked condition (e.g., Rc = 100 m, p = 1 for generalized LOS ball
model; µ = 100 m for exponential blockage model) for both blockage models. All the other
system parameters remain the same as in Table I.
A. Comparison of Expected Initial Access Delay
Baseline and fast CS outperform fast RA and omni RX in terms of the expected initial
access delay. The expected initial access delay is plotted in Fig. 10, which shows that the fast
RA and omni RX protocols always have higher initial access delay than the baseline and fast
CS protocols. In addition, as the BS beam number M increases, the expected IA delay for the
fast RA and omni RX protocols will keep increasing, while the expected IA delay for baseline
and fast CS first decreases then increases. The main reason is that both fast RA and omni RX
protocols require the BS to receive omni-directionally during random access (i.e., Mra = 1),
which leads to a high RA preamble collision probability according to Lemma 4. Specifically, in
contrast to the baseline and fast CS protocols wherein Pco is consistently higher than 0.95, Pco
for the fast RA and omni RX protocols is around 0.82 for all blockage conditions and various
BS beamwidth values. In addition, the RA preamble decoding probability for the fast RA and
omni RX protocols is also lower (around 5%) compared to the other two protocols, which can
be analytically shown from Lemma 5. As a result, as we increase M , the overall initial access
success probability is not significantly improved for fast RA and omni RX, but the initial access
overhead increases. According to (5), the initial access delay for fast RA and omni RX will keep
increasing as M increases, which is significantly higher than the other two protocols.
The baseline protocol has smaller expected initial access delay than the fast CS protocol
when blockage is severe. In terms of the expected initial access delay, Fig. 10 also shows
whether or not the baseline protocol outperforms the fast CS protocol depends on the severity
of blockage. Specifically, under a severely blocked condition, the baseline protocol has smaller
initial access delay than the fast CS protocol. This is mainly because the baseline protocol has
better link quality under both cell search and random access phases, which leads to significantly
higher initial access success probability than the fast CS protocol. By contrast, under light
blockage, the fast CS protocol is also able to achieve a sufficiently high initial access success
probability. As a result, the fast CS protocol will outperform the baseline protocol due to a much
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Fig. 10: Comparison of expected initial access delay.
lower initial access overhead.
B. Comparison of the Average User-perceived Downlink Throughput
In terms of the average UPT, the omni RX protocol and fast CS protocol generally
outperform the other two protocols, while the baseline protocol only provides the smallest
average UPT. Despite having smaller initial access success probability than the baseline, the
following reasons contribute to the high UPT for omni RX and fast CS protocols. First, both
protocols have low initial access overhead, which is significantly lower than the other two
protocols, especially when the number of BS beams M is high. Second, despite both protocols
having lower initial access success probability than the baseline, the typical user actually has
higher scheduling probability since it will observe a lightly loaded cell once it succeeds at
initial access. Third, under the omni RX and fast CS protocols, the typical user will have higher
conditional downlink data SINR than the baseline, because it needs more favorable propagation
in order to succeed at initial access. Despite the baseline protocol having the highest initial
access success probability, the above factors render it inferior in terms of UPT versus the other
protocols. Compares to the omni RX protocol, Fig. 11 shows that the fast CS protocol achieves
a slightly higher UPT performance under a lightly blocked condition, while it provides a much
smaller UPT under a severely blocked condition.
Another observation from Fig. 11 is that as the BS beam number M increases, the UPT for
baseline and fast RA protocols first increases as a result of better data SINR and relatively
low initial access overhead, then UPT will start to decrease as the initial access overhead term
becomes more significant. In fact, the same trend also applies to omni RX and fast CS protocols
as we continue to increase the number of BS beams in Fig. 11, but the corresponding optimal
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Fig. 11: Comparison of average user-perceived downlink throughput.
beamwidth could be too narrow to implement in a real system.
In summary, the baseline protocol is mainly beneficial for delay-sensitive applications since
it provides a small initial access delay, especially when blockage is severe. However, due to the
high initial access overhead, the baseline protocol also has a poor user-perceived downlink
throughput performance. The omni RX protocol provides the best user-perceived downlink
throughput performance, but it is unlikely to be adopted unless the network is delay-tolerant. By
contrast, the fast CS protocol generally gives a good trade-off between the initial access delay
and user-perceived throughput performance, especially under a lightly blocked condition.
VIII. CONCLUSIONS AND DISCUSSIONS
This paper has proposed an analytical framework to investigate the effects of initial access
protocol design on the system level performance of mmWave cellular networks. In particular,
several new system design insights have been obtained by deriving the expected initial access
delay, as well as a new metric called average user-perceived downlink throughput for four sample
initial access protocols. Specifically, compared to LTE, where initial access is performed omni-
directionally, we have shown that beam sweeping needs to be applied to cell search for mmWave
cellular networks. For the baseline exhaustive search protocol, as blockage becomes more severe,
the optimal BS beamwidth in terms of the initial access delay is found to decrease. However,
the optimal BS beamwidth in terms of user-perceived downlink throughput is fairly constant and
is within [10◦, 18◦]. Among the four initial access protocols that are investigated, the baseline
protocol achieves the smallest initial access delay when blockage is severe, while the omni RX
protocol generally provides the highest user-perceived downlink throughput. By contrast, the
best trade-off between the initial access delay and user-perceived downlink throughput can be
28
achieved by the fast CS protocol, wherein BSs transmit with relatively wide beams and users
apply beam sweeping during cell search.
By investigating the basic initial access protocols, this paper has shown that mmWave network
performance depends heavily on the initial access design. Future work can leverage the proposed
analytical framework to investigate the performance of more enhanced initial access protocols
such as hierarchical beamforming [11], or to optimize various beam sweeping approaches as
opposed to this paper where either omni or complete beam sweeping is used. In addition, the
characterization of the uplink throughput is also an important future topic to investigate.
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APPENDIX A
PROOF OF LEMMA 5
Without loss of generality, denote the location of the tagged BS by x0, and assume the first
transmit beam of the typical user and the m-th (1 ≤ m ≤Mra) receive beam of the tagged BS
are aligned. Since RA preamble sequences are randomly chosen, the users with the same RA
preamble as the typical user form a PPP with intensity λu
PˆMcs,Ncs (Γcs)
NPA
, which is denoted by Φ
′
u.
Depending on whether the link to the tagged BS with distance r is LOS or not, the users in Φ
′
u
are further divided into two non-homogeneous PPPs Φ
′
u,L and Φ
′
u,N , with the intensities being
λu
PˆMcs,Ncs(Γcs)
NPA
h(r) and λu
PˆMcs,Ncs(Γcs)
NPA
(1− h(r)) respectively.
When the typical user and the tagged BS are beam aligned, the SINR of the typical user’s
RA preamble sequence at the tagged BS is given by:
SINRPA(Z0) =
F0MraG(
2pi
N
)/Z0∑
uLi ∈Φ
′
u,L
∩S(x0,
2(m−1)pi
Mra
, 2mpi
Mra
)
FLi (G(
2pi
N
)δLi +g(
2pi
N
)(1−δLi ))
lL(‖u
L
i −x0‖)
+
∑
uNj ∈Φ
′
u,N
∩S(x0,
2(m−1)pi
Mra
, 2mpi
Mra
)
FN
j
(G( 2pi
N
)δN
j
+g( 2pi
N
)(1−δN
j
))
lN (‖u
N
j −x0‖)
+ σ
2
Pu
, (21)
where F0, F
L
i and F
N
j represent the Rayleigh fading channels from the users to the tagged BS.
In addition, δLi (δ
N
j ) is equal to 1 if the main lobe of u
L
i (u
N
j ) covers the tagged BS and 0
otherwise. For the first three initial access protocols in Table II, the transmit beam directions for
the users in Φ
′
u are decided from the cell search phase, which are assumed to be independent
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and uniformly distributed with E[δLi ] = E[δ
N
j ] =
1
N
for ∀i, j. For the omni RX protocol, δLi
(δNj ) is 1 if the beam direction of u
L
i (u
N
j ) is the same as the typical user, which has beamwidth
2pi
N
. Since all the fading variables are i.i.d. exponentially distributed, the PGFL of PPP can be
applied to (21) similar to Lemma 2, which completes the proof.
APPENDIX B
PROOF OF LEMMA 6
Since P(SINRDL ≥ T |e0δ0 = 1) =
P(SINRDL≥T∩e0δ0=1)
ηIA
, we will focus on the derivation of
P(SINRDL ≥ T ∩ e0δ0 = 1). Without loss of generality, we assume the n-th receive beam of the
typical user and the m-th transmit beam of the tagged BS are aligned during data transmission.
We denote by Si , S(o,
2pi(i−1)
Kcs
, 2pii
Kcs
) the i-th BS sector for 1 ≤ i ≤ Kcs. Note that during data
transmission, the typical user is able to receive from the BSs inside S(o, 2pi(n−1)
N
, 2pin
N
) under its
main lobe. Therefore, there are q = Kcs
N
BS sectors within S(o, 2pi(n−1)
N
, 2pin
N
), which are denoted
by S˜1, S˜2, ..., S˜q, with S˜i = S(o,
2pi(n−1)
N
+ 2pi(i−1)
Kcs
, 2pi(n−1)
N
+ 2pii
Kcs
) for 1 ≤ i ≤ q.
Among all the BS sectors, we denote by Si1 , Si2 , ..., Sik the sectors that are detected during
cell search, where 1 ≤ k ≤ Kcs. In addition, we assume Si1 , Si2, ..., Sis are among S˜1, S˜2, ..., S˜q,
where max(1, k−Kcs+q) ≤ s ≤ min(q, k). Given k and s, we can obtain that there are: (1)
(
N
1
)
choices for receive beam direction of typical user; (2)
(
q
1
)
choices for the BS sector containing
the tagged BS among S˜1 to S˜q; (3)
(
q−1
s−1
)
number of combinations for the other s− 1 detected
BS sectors among S˜1 to S˜q; and (4)
(
Kcs−q
k−s
)
number of combinations for the detected BS sectors
that are not among S˜1 to S˜q. Thus we have the following relation:
P(SINRDL ≥ Γ ∩ e0δ0 = 1)
=
∫ ∞
0
Kcs∑
k=1
min(q,k)∑
s=max(1,k−Kcs+q)
(
N
1
)(
Kcs − q
k − s
)(
q
1
)(
q − 1
s− 1
)
P(SINRDL ≥ Γ ∩ A)P
k−s
Mcs,Ncs
(z,Γcs)
× (1− PMcs,Ncs(Γcs))
Kcs−q−k+sfZ1(z)dz, (22)
where z in the integration represents the path loss from the typical user to the tagged BS. In
addition, A denotes the event that among S˜1 to S˜q, Si1 contains the tagged BS which the typical
user is successfully connected to, Si2 to Sis are detected during cell search, while the rest are
not detected. From the definition of A, it is easy to obtain that:
P(A) = P˜Mcs,Ncs(z,Γcs)× Pco × Pra(z,Γra)× P
s−1
Mcs,Ncs
(z,Γcs)× (1− PMcs,Ncs(Γcs))
q−s. (23)
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Since random access is an uplink procedure which does not dependent on the BS process given
z, SINRDL can be expressed as follows given event A happens:
SINRDL =
PbMG(
2pi
N
)F0/z
I1 + I2 + I3 + I4 + σ2
, (24)
where:
I1 =
∑
xLi ∈ΦL∩(∪
s
j=1Sij )∩B
c(o,l−1
L
(z))
PbMG(
2pi
N
)FLi δ
L
i /lL(‖x
L
i ‖) +
∑
xNi ∈ΦN∩(∪
s
j=1Sij )∩B
c(o,l−1
N
(z))
PbMG(
2pi
N
)FNi δ
N
i /lN(‖x
N
i ‖),
I2 =
∑
xLi ∈ΦL∩(S(o,
2pi(i−1)
Kcs
, 2pii
Kcs
)\(∪sj=1Sij ))
PbMG(
2pi
N
)FLi δ
L
i /lL(‖x
L
i ‖) +
∑
xNi ∈ΦN∩(S(o,
2pi(i−1)
Kcs
, 2pii
Kcs
)\(∪sj=1Sij ))
PbMG(
2pi
N
)FNi δ
N
i /lN(‖x
N
i ‖),
I3 =
∑
xLi ∈ΦL∩(∪
k
j=s+1Sij )∩B
c(o,l−1
L
(z))
PbMg(
2pi
N
)FLi δ
L
i /lL(‖x
L
i ‖) +
∑
xNi ∈ΦN∩(∪
k
j=s+1Sij )∩B
c(o,l−1
N
(z))
PbMg(
2pi
N
)FNi δ
N
i /lN(‖x
N
i ‖),
I4 =
∑
xLi ∈ΦL\(S(o,
2pi(i−1)
Kcs
, 2pii
Kcs
)∪(∪kj=s+1Sij ))
PbMg(
2pi
N
)FLi δ
L
i /lL(‖x
L
i ‖) +
∑
xNi ∈ΦN\(S(o,
2pi(i−1)
Kcs
, 2pii
Kcs
)∪(∪kj=s+1Sij ))
PbMg(
2pi
N
)FNi δ
N
i /lN(‖x
N
i ‖).
(25)
I1 and I2 (I3 and I4) represent the interference from BSs that user receives under its main lobe
(side lobe), which come from the BS sectors that are detected and not detected during cell search
respectively. In (25), F0, F
L
i , and F
N
i represent the exponential fading variables. The indicators
δLi and δ
N
i in (25) represent whether the transmit beam direction of the interfering BS covers
the typical user or not, which happens with probability 1
M
. Therefore, based on (24) and (25),
as well as the PGFL of PPPs, we can derive the following result:
P(SINRDL > Γ|A) = exp
(
−
Γzσ2
PbMG(
2pi
N
)
)(
V (z,Γ,
λ
MKcs
)
)s(
U(z,Γ,
λ
MKcs
)
)q−s
×
(
V (z,
g(2pi/N)
G(2pi/N)
Γ,
λ
MKcs
)
)k−s(
U(z,
g(2pi/N)
G(2pi/N)
Γ,
λ
MKcs
)
)Kcs−q−k+s
.
(26)
For ∀a, b, c, d ∈ R, we have:
(a+ b)q−1(c+ d)Kcs−q =
Kcs−q∑
m=0
q−1∑
l=0
(
Kcs − q
m
)(
q − 1
l
)
albq−1−lcmdKcs−q−m
(a)
=
Kcs∑
k=1
min(q,k)∑
s=max(1,k−Kcs+q)
(
Kcs − q
k − s
)(
q − 1
s− 1
)
as−1bq−sck−sdKcs−k−q+s, (27)
where (a) is obtained by letting k = m+ l+1 and s = l+1. Finally, the proof is concluded by
substituting (23), (26) and (27) into (22).
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